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Summary of the Full Hebrew Essay 

 

A recently discovered letter has shed further light on the 
Rebbe’s stance on Shabbos eruvin in cities.  

In this letter, the Rebbe expresses his view that: 

I. Even when there is no reshus horabim, an eruv should not 
be constructed due to the obstacles that will inevitably 
result.1 

 
1 The exception being those eruvin constructed — discretely and without publicizing 
— as a last-resort failsafe against transgressing the prohibition of carrying on 
Shabbos. 



 
II. There are existing contemporary locations that bear the 

status of an absolute reshus horabim, where a traditional 
eruv, by means of poles and strings (tzuras hapesach), 
would be invalid.  

As a result of this letter, the advocates for carrying with an eruv 
were at loss, as the Rebbe's disapproval of eruvin is clear. To 
this end, a certain eruv proponent published an essay dismissing 
any contradiction to his pro-eruv view and claiming that, on the 
contrary, it is a "great mitzva" to construct city eruvin. 

Lest there be any doubt, let us address the most outrageous of 
the claims: 

Firstly, this eruv proponent repeatedly quotes from Shulchan 
Aruch that “it is a mitzva to pursue [the construction of] 
eruvin”.2 To set the record clear, this quote from Shulchan 
Aruch is quoted out of context. The source is discussing a 
different sort of eruv; namely, courtyard and shared eruv 
chatzeiros. This source does not at all relate to putting up walls 
or polls — that is an entirely different topic. 

Furthermore, the entire basis for the mitzva of eruv is not, as he 
claims, for the purpose of oneg Shabbos, but to prevent the 
transgression of carrying. Therefore, if there is any concern that 
the eruv could cause Shabbos transgression, there would not 
be any mitzva, and moreover, it should be avoided. 

This is why, throughout the decades, the Rebbe neither 
pursued, nor encouraged of his own accord, the construction 
of eruvin (despite their claim that constructing eruvin is a 'great 
mitzva'). In fact, across the Rebbe’s letters and responsa, there 
were no instances of the Rebbe pursuing the construction of an 

 
2 Shulchan Aruch Alter Rebbe, Orach Chaim, 366:13, 366:18, 395:1. 



 
eruv. Despite countless opportunities to do so, there were 
never any directives from the Rebbe, or instances where the 
Rebbe instructed any of the numerous Chabad Chassidim, 
Shluchim, or Rabbonim to construct an eruv in their cities. 

All the above doesn’t even mention the most salient aspect:  

Throughout all those decades of leadership, an eruv was never 
constructed in the Rebbe’s own Shchuna — Crown Heights 
itself. Of course, if the Rebbe wished an eruv in Crown Heights, 
it would certainly have been built. Above all else, there are 
countless testimonies from numerous Chassidim, Rabbonim, 
and Shluchim that the Rebbe instructed them explicitly not to 
build an eruv in their cities! 

Another claim put forth by eruv proponents is that due to the 
resilience of modern materials used in contemporary eruv 
construction, the eruv never becomes invalid. This is, however, 
factually incorrect. Experts, who check eruvin in US cities, have 
attested to me personally that even modern-day eruvin are 
often damaged and invalid. This fact is quite evident by the 
large budgets accrued for eruv inspection and maintenance. 

The next claim is that even if the eruv is damaged, nonetheless, 
a weekly inspection and quick repair can fix it before Shabbos. 
But, what assurances are there that eruv damages will only 
occur ‘conveniently’ in the middle of the week, so that it can be 
caught and remedied in time? Realistically, an eruv can sustain 
damage shortly before Shabbos, such that any attempted repair 
would be impossible to complete. Indeed, any assertion that 
damage can "always be repaired in time," only adds concern 
on the standard of repair. 

Moreover, in the scenario that the eruv breaks on Shabbos 
itself (which is not at all unlikely), how will every single 



 
community member — all of whom are relying on the eruv to 
save them from a severe Shabbos transgression — be 
immediately notified? As the Rebbe indicated in a letter to the 
Jewish community of Melbourne, “It is impossible that there 
won't be a Shabbos when the eruv won't be invalid.” 

This dual nature of eruvin — that it can both prevent and, ch"v, 
cause severe transgression — explains the Rebbe’s directive 
that “those Rabbonim who are familiar with local conditions 
should decide which factor should supersede.” 

At the same time, in a place with an established eruv, the 
responsibility exists to ensure, as best one can, that the eruv 
remains kosher, to save those using it from chilul Shabbos. 
Nevertheless, a Chossid ought not to rely on the eruv due to the 
risk of transgression. 

All the above is discussing a city with a population of less than 
600,000, and it is not a reshus horabim, and it is therefore 
possible to construct an eruv there. In a city that does have 
600,000, it is a de facto reshus horabim mid'oraisa, within 
which an eruv constructed with poles and strings (tzuras 
hapesach) is of no value at all. For carrying to be permitted, 
such a locale would have to be completely walled off with a 
gate that is closed nightly! 

Those who do wish to rely on an eruv in densely populated 
areas argue that a reshus horabim requires a single street with 
600,000 or more daily passers-by.  

Such a definition, however, is instantly refuted by the Alter 
Rebbe’s rulings on eruvin: “a large city which contains 600,000 
inhabitants,”3 “to a city … within which 600,000 individuals 

 
3 Ibid, 357:7. 



 
pass.”4 Furthermore, the Alter Rebbe qualifies that the Jews’ 
desert encampments were considered an absolute reshus 
horabim — i.e. they fulfilled all conditions to be considered as 
such according to Torah law — despite the fact that no single 
path in the encampment had 600,000 daily passers-by.5 

Similarly, from the Rebbe’s phrasing (in the recently discovered 
letter) that an eruv can be constructed “in a locale absent of a 
reshus horabim mid'oraisa,” it is clear such a reshus horabim is 
a common, present-day reality. To suggest that the Rebbe was 
referring to Tokyo, Japan (as one eruv proponent suggested), far 
removed from where most Jewish communities reside, is 
absurd. 

Furthermore, in a letter to Rabbi Eisenshtat regarding an eruv in 
Manhattan, the Rebbe clearly stipulates that if not for the 
barriers at the island’s tollbooths, Manhattan would have been 
considered a true reshus horabim — despite the lack of 
individual streets with 600,000 daily passers-by. 

Of particular note, the Rebbe once addressed those claiming 
there is no present-day concern of reshus horabim and quote 
the Shulchan Aruch that “we do not have true reshus horabim in 
our time.” The Rebbe then dismissed this, pointing out the 
reality that times have changed and there are numerous areas 
nowadays with populations far exceeding 600,000 inhabitants, 
easily qualifying as true reshus horabim.6 

Finally, to address the suggestion from some eruv proponents 
who quote the Tashbatz – that “one who’s heart is faint 
[regarding eruvin] … has been influenced by heresy” – as a 

 
4 Ibid, 392:1. 
5 Ibid, 404:2. 
6 12 Tammuz 5745, sicha 4 (from the audio recording). 



 
means of casting aspersions on those sincere, G-d fearing Jews 
who have genuine concerns about the issues with city eruvin, is 
a blatant and appalling misrepresentation! The Tashbatz was 
referring to those who take issue with the enactment of an eruv 
as a halachic ruling, not about someone who holds that a 
particular eruv is halachically invalid. 

In summary: 

From the Rebbe’s acknowledgment of contemporary reshus 
horabim, it is obvious that they are a common, present-day 
reality — and that it depends on the city’s total population 
count exceeding 600,000, rather than a specific street's daily 
passersby count. Declaring that "according to the Alter Rebbe 
there is no reshus horabim" is a perversion of the truth. 

It's shocking that individuals who aren't expert Poskim, and 
therefore unfit to rule on such weighty matters, permit 
themselves to be lax about severe Shabbos transgressions, 
especially after numerous proofs are presented to the contrary. 
It is appalling that even after their mistake was pointed out, 
they stubbornly cling to their claims, ignoring all evidence to the 
contrary, and making as if the issues with the eruv are 
contrived! 

We hope and pray that those who are misguided in this matter 
should not be embarrassed to concede to the Rebbe’s view that 
full reshus horabim domains are a common reality, in which 
case the use of a string and pole eruv is invalid. 

In the merit of strengthening our Shabbos observance, may we 
merit the true and complete Geulah. 

  



 

"It Is Certainly a Reshus Harabim D'oraisa!" 

12 Tammuz 5745 – from the audio recording 

"There was a complaint and an uproar about why how we can 
speak about teaching the Sheva Mitzvos Bnei Noach. Though the 
Rambam ruled clearly that a Jew must endeavor that a non-Jew 
should fulfill the Sheva Mitzvos Bnei Noach, how is it that was 
this not done previously? 

"This an example of a Halachic Law that is relevant currently. 
There is a ruling in the Shulchan Aruch, and the Alter Rebbe cites 
it, that nowadays there is no city with a Biblical reshus harabim, 
since there are not 600,000 that pass through it. 

"The question therefore arose about a city where there clearly 
are 600,000 that pass through it. People wanted to suggest that 
since Shulchan Aruch says that in those times there were no such 
places, this would indicate that there never could be such a city, 
even though he's in a city and counts (or the authorities count) 
600,000 people and more! 

"How is that relevant to the law in the Shulchan Aruch? Shulchan 
Aruch itself cautions, that there isn’t a "chok," an unchanging law, 
it's simply that because there aren’t 600,000, it cannot be a 
Biblical reshus harabim. If, however, there is a city which has 
600,000 people, then there cannot be any debate – it is certainly 
a reshus harabim d'oraisa! 

"One must only ascertain, or have reason for concern, that there 
are 600,000 people there. 

"Similarly, regarding these matters…" 

 



 

Reb Yoel Kahan: 

The Rebbe is Clearly Opposed to an Eruv 
 

 

Bein Hametzarim 5776 

 

Greetings and blessings, 

It was with great wonder that I read the two questions 
regarding the Eruv. The matter is simple and there is no 
room for question.  

Regarding the first question – there are many letters 
(printed in Igros Kodesh) where it is clear that the Rebbe is 
opposed to building and using an Eruv in a large city. 

Regarding the second question – there is absolutely no 
rationality to say that the situation has changed. 

Furthermore, if you say that "the situation has changed" – 
this is a breach Rachmana Litzlan regarding all of the 
Rebbe's directives (and so too regarding all directives in our 
holy Torah) that on everything people can say that "the 
situation has changed." One should not even consider such 
a thought. This should suffice for the wise. 

 

  



 

Rabbi Leibel Groner: 

The Rebbe Strongly Opposed Making An 
Eiruv In Our Community 

 

I was asked about the Rebbe's stance regarding 
constructing an Eiruv in our community of Crown Heights.  

Reply:  

The Rebbe strongly opposed making an Eiruv in our 
community, and he reiterated on several occasions that no 
one has permission to make an Eiruv here.  

It should be explained to all those who, Rachmana Litzlan, 
are considering making an Eiruv here that anyone who does 
so, Rachmana Litzlan, is starting up with the Rebbe, and he 
should recognize the effect it may have, G-d forbid, on 
himself and his family etc.  

When the rabbonim in Melbourne wanted to construct an 
Eiruv, my brother A"H and R. Chaim Gutnick A"H asked the 
Rebbe how they should respond, and the Rebbe's reply was 
that they should oppose it fiercely.  

All Anash and Temimim should discard this idea.  

To conclude on a positive note,  

Yehuda Leib Groner 

  



 
 

עירוב   בðיית  בעðין  דורðו  ðשיא  אדמו"ר  כ"ק  דעת  אודות  ðשאלתי 

  .בשכוðתיðו, שכוðת קראון הייטס

  .מעðה: הרבי התðגד בכל התוקף ðגד עשיית עירוב בשכוðתיðו

  .כמה פעמים אמר שאין רשות למי שהוא לעשות עירוב כאן

ר לכל אלו שר"ל חושבים לעשות עירוב כאן, שעליהם  צריכים למסו

ער שפילט זיך מיטן רבי'ן, ויקח   –לדעת שכל מי שר"ל יעשה זה  

  '.בחשבון התוצאות שיגרום ח"ו לעצמו ולבðי ביתו וכו

כשרבðי מלבורן רצו לעשות שם עירוב, אחי ע"ה והרב חיים גוטðיק  

להתייחס עליהם  איך  הרבי  את  שאלו  היתה   ע"ה  והתשובה  לזה 

  '. שיðגדו לזה בכל התוקף כו

  .אð"ש והתמימים כולם, צריכים לבטל מחשבה זו

  ,ומסיימים בטוב

 יהודה ליב גראðער 

 

   



 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

 

 – https://ashreinu.page.link/jwyD 
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